
 AppGeo was founded 28 years ago
on the belief that information combined with  
geography empowers organizations to operate 
with greater efficiency, deliver improved services, 
and make better decisions. We don’t define success 
by the number of data sets, applications, staff or 
software license agreements. And neither should 
you. We think in terms of Spatial IQ, or the  
organizational capacity to use geospatial data  
to create insights and benefits. Higher Spatial IQ  
is measured by the extent to which your digital 
data – including geospatial – is “useful, usable  
and used.”

Spatial IQ is a managed services program that 
builds organizational capacity in an accelerated 
manner. Facilitated by our team of experts, Spatial 
IQ creates a virtuous cycle of strategy, investment, 
expanded use, and more benefits. Transform 
your geospatial capacity from the ordinary to the 
extraordinary with these tech-enabled services. 
Good bye status-quo.

We invite you to join the Spatial IQ Managed  
Services Program and see how geospatial  
on the Google platform can transform your  
organization. Take advantage of new ideas  
and technologies. Exceed rising expectations.  
AppGeo’s Spatial IQ Managed Services Program 
is the new model for geospatial success in the 
digital era. 

www.appgeo.com

for Google Maps
– Technical Services

Kickstart Discovery Meeting to  
understand your goals and any potential 
barriers to success. We provide a summary 
of key findings from the discussion,  
including recommended next steps.
Customer-directed support hours 
aimed at Strategy, Technical Support, 
or Optimization

•   Best practices guidance for:
– Data Management
–  Geospatial Guidance/Subject

Matter Expertise
– Cloud deployment

•  Application optimization to ensure you are 
leveraging all the features and functions of 
the API as well as Google Analytics

•  Data analytics leveraging Google Maps to 
help answer your organizations key 
spatial questions

•  Access to our Help Desk and
training resources

Quarterly customer success review
Account Support including usage and 
performance monitoring as well as account 
administration/management assistance

Spatial IQ includes: 


